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made in fighting forest fires with aerial bombardment.
The range of the fire is to be dammed and isolated by smoke-
bombs dropped around the outbreak.
The seal fishermen also have to thank the Arctic airman
for improvements in their working conditions. Until quite
recently they had sometimes to spend days and weeks of
useless search for their catch. Now they wait for their spies
to tell them by radio where a herd of seals was seen basking
unsuspectingly on a sunny ice-floe.
Fur traders in Leipzig used to tell me what losses in capital
and human energy their Russian suppliers often sustained
because the agents who buy the skins from the natives had
their precious cargo held up in the wilderness of the Siberian
forest through a premature spring. Reindeer and dog
sledges cannot transport the goods once the thaw has set
in, and the parcels have to be left in the woods until the
following winter. It took two years for furs to reach the
auction houses in Nijhny Novgorod and St. Petersburg.
Now the fur people at Khatanga station tell me that foxes
and sables caught in Northern Siberia In December are
skinned and parcelled for ready dispatch early in April.
Arctic flyers call and take the Siberian soft gold to the
annual sales in Leningrad within a few days.
At every landing-place on my flight the local inhabitants
crowded impatiently on the landing-stage. When we taxied
our machine ashore Sadkov was greeted with cheers. On
more outlying posts he was immediately surrounded by
hand-shakers and back-slappers. Occasional kisses on his
sometimes unshaven cheeks would reveal the gratitude of
the people for his gifts: newspapers, letters, little parcels
from home. Of the greatest psychological importance is
the feeling that they are no longer cut off from civilization
for months, that communications with families are possible
at regular intervals, and the assurance that—should they
fall ill or need return for other reasons urgently—an
aeroplane will come and collect them.
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